Abstract-We analyze the large (>10 nm) and abrupt jumps in emission wavelength, together with the multimode instabilities associated with them, which are observed in monolithically integrated master oscillator power amplifiers emitting at 1.5 μm. The physical origin of such phenomena is investigated in the framework of a travelling-wave model which phenomenologically incorporates thermal effects via self and cross-heating of the different sections of the device. The occurrence of the wavelength jumps and the instabilities as a function of the injected currents in the two sections is interpreted in terms of a thermally tuned competition between the modes of the master oscillator and the compound cavity modes.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ONOLITHICALLY integrated master oscillator power amplifiers (MOPAs) are high-brightness semiconductor lasers that have the potential to be modulated at high speed, which makes them attractive sources for applications such as LIDAR, free space optical communications, and laser projection displays. An integrated MOPA usually consists of two sections: an index guided single lateral mode waveguide section acting as master oscillator (MO), and a power amplifier (PA). Normally, the MO is either a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) or a distributed feedback (DFB) laser, while the PA is a gain guided tapered section with an antireflection (AR) coated output facet. Sensible progress in the performance of MOPAs has been achieved in last years. For monolithically integrated MOPAs at 1064 nm, 12 W output power in continuous-wave (CW) regime has been demonstrated, and also pulse generation with 42 W peak power and 84 ps pulse width [1] . At 1.5 μm, commercial devices delivering 1.6 W under CW injection have been gain switched to deliver 100 ps pulses with peak power up to 2.7 W at 1 GHz [2] .
In a MOPA working in ideal conditions, the single-mode generated by the MO is amplified by the PA section keeping its initial beam quality. However, it is known that even when driven in the CW regime, a small residual reflectance of the MOPA front facet may induce a variety of emission instabilities for specific injection conditions [3] , [4] . These instabilities manifest for instance in the appearance of ripples in the power-current (P-I) curves, arising as a consequence of the coupling between the modes of the full MOPA cavity and the MO modes [5] . Another manifestation is the appearance of self-pulsations in the optical power, which have been attributed either to longitudinal mode beating [2] or to the undamping of the relaxation oscillations (ROs) at a few GHz [3] . These instabilities in the CW regime are expected to impact the MOPA operation in direct modulation, thus jeopardizing the potential of these devices for applications requiring such modulation format. Therefore, a detailed understanding from both the experimental and the theoretical point of view of the physical mechanisms involved in the instabilities is of primary interest for the enlightening of the actual potential of these devices.
We have recently reported a systematic experimental study of the emission instabilities occurring in 1.5 μm integrated MOPAs under a wide range of CW injection conditions [4] . The explored injection conditions included a continuous variation of the PA section current for several fixed values of the MO current. In addition to other previously reported instabilities, our study revealed a different kind of instability that involves large (>10 nm) and sudden jumps in the emission wavelength of the MOPA [2] , [4] . The instability occurs for low currents in the MO section, i.e., when the MOPA is close to threshold, and it appears and disappears in a quasi-periodic way as a function of the CW current in the PA section.
Different simulation models have included coupled cavity effects in the investigation of the dynamics of high power MOPAs under CW injection [6] . The experimental results have been successfully reproduced when thermal effects were properly accounted [5] . It has been demonstrated that the effect of selfand cross-heating of the two MOPA sections on the refractive index thermal changes, and thus on the coupled cavity modal dynamics, accounts for the periodic mode hoping and the ripples appearing in the P-I characteristics [7] .
In this paper, we use a conveniently adapted 1-D travellingwave model (TWM) [8] for the theoretical analysis of the origin and characteristics of the instabilities arising as a function of the PA current, for several fixed values of the MO currents in these devices. A full description of the MOPA dynamics requires at least a 2-D spatial model [5] , [9] in order to address the possible filamentation in the PA section which is out of the scope of this paper. Our goal is to reproduce the experimental results and gain some insight using the simplest model possible. We show that 2-D effects are irrelevant in the observed dynamics due to its longitudinal and thermal character, obtaining a good qualitative agreement between the experiments and the 1-D TWM. Our analysis indicates that the dominant effect at the root of this instability is the drift of the cavity modes over the modulated loss spectrum created by the compound cavity effects arising from the effective reflectivity of the output facet. Moreover than carrier-induced index changes, temperature changes lead to modal drifts that change the net modal gain. The thermal selfand cross-heating in each section shift the modes away from the minimum of the losses of the DFB in the MO section. As a consequence, the modes around the gain peak of the PA section may prevail during some current interval, until the modes close to the Bragg wavelength take over again.
In Section II, the relevant details of the device, the experimental setup, and the main experimental results are briefly summarized. Section III is devoted to the description of the theoretical model and to show the results of performing the threshold analysis of the MOPA. The numerical results of the MOPA dynamics above threshold are described in Section IV. Finally, a summary of the conclusion is given in Section V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
A detailed description of the investigated devices and of the experimental setup has been reported elsewhere [4] and therefore only the most important features are repeated here. We used commercial MOPAs with emission wavelength close to 1550 nm (QPC 4715-0000). The lengths of the MO and PA sections were around 0.9 and 1.6 mm, respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows an schematics of the device geometry. Device characterization was performed at 25
• C. It included, as a function of the CW MO and PA currents, the total power measured with a thermal detector, the optical spectra measured with a 0.05 nm optical spectrum analyzer, and the electrical spectra measured with a high speed photodiode and a 44 GHz electrical spectrum analyzer. The experimental setup used to record the optical and RF spectra of the devices is described in Fig. 1(b) .
In [4] we presented with detail the measured emission characteristics of this MOPA under different injection conditions. Here we remark the most interesting features to be compared with the theoretical results. The output power, the optical and RF spectra of the MOPA for different values of the current in the PA section when the MO current is fixed at I M O = 30mA are shown in Fig. 2 . This MO current corresponds to the DFB threshold for low and medium PA current [4] . At I P A higher than 750 mA the power increases almost linearly, but soon it exhibits ripples and clear signs of thermal rollover. The ripples in the light-current characteristics of the MOPA are similar to those previously reported in 1060 nm MOPAs [5] and DBR tapered lasers [10] , and they appear and disappear in a quasiperiodic way as I P A is increased. In the present case, however, they involve wavelength jumps that were not observed in [5] , [10] : as shown in Fig. 2(b) , at the beginning of each ripple the emission wavelength of the MOPA jumps from that of the Bragg grating in the MO section (∼1547 nm) to a much shorter one (∼1530 nm) that corresponds to the gain peak of the material in the PA section. In this regime, the MOPA usually emits in several longitudinal modes, and the beat node at the mode spacing ∼17 GHz can be clearly observed in the RF spectrum.
If the current in the MO section is increased, the ripples of the P-I P A characteristics become less visible and the large wavelength jumps do not occur anymore [4] . However at higher values of I M O they are still apparent in the derivatives of the P-I curves, thus indicating a residual trend to transitions between different longitudinal modes. Fig. 3 shows the measured RF spectra as function of I P A for different values of I M O . A quasiperiodic behavior with I P A is observed at all the MO injection levels. At I M O = 50 mA, we observe the peaks at ∼17 GHz and high order harmonics arising from the beating of the complete cavity modes, alternating with peaks at frequencies between 5 and 10 GHz and with lower frequency peaks around 2-3 GHz. When increasing the MO current to 100 mA, the ∼17 GHz peaks disappear while the peaks between 5 and 10 GHz are stronger with high order harmonics. At I M O = 300 mA, the main RF peaks continue to be those between 5 and 10 GHz with a frequency which increases with the I P A current. And finally, at I M O = 500 mA the intensity of the RF peaks is still quasi-periodic but much lower, indicating a more stable emission.
III. THEORETICAL MODELLING
In order to theoretically analyze the instability described in the previous section, we use the 1-D TWM developed in [8] , [11] suitably modified in order to phenomenologically include the thermal drift of the material properties in each section. This TWM has been used in the past for studying similar wavelength jumps that occur in passively mode-locked semiconductor lasers [12] , and it naturally includes multilongitudinal mode competition and coupled-cavity effects. We briefly summarize the model, and refer the reader to [11] , [13] , [14] for the details.
We consider a two-section device. Within each section j, an optical field with optical carrier frequency ω 0 and effective propagation constant q 0 is decomposed into a forward and a backward component which slowly-varying amplitudes, E ± j , propagate according to
(1) where the field amplitudes and material variables have been suitably scaled [15] , α i j is the (amplitude) absorption coefficient and v g j is the group velocity, that for the sake of simplicity are taken equal in both sections, i.e.
is the coupling coefficient of the Bragg grating in section j, if any. δ j (T j ) is the thermally induced change of the effective index that induces an effective detuning with respect to ω 0 as a reference point. The detuning depends on the temperature of the section as
where
δT is the coefficient of thermal change in the effective group index.
Similarly, the total carrier density N j is decomposed as
* ) are the spatial grating components arising from spatial-hole burning (SHB) due to the standing-wave effects in the section. These obey
and
where I j is the current injected into the section (in A), s j is a scale factor take into account the volume of the different sections, R j (N ) = A j N + B j N 2 + C j N 3 is the carrier recombination rate in this section (which includes non-radiative, radiative and Auger recombination terms),
is the decay rate of the grating terms due to carrier diffusion, and the remaining terms describe stimulated recombination.
The polarization densities P ± j , which describe the gain and carrier-induced refractive index, are given by
where r = t − t . The convolution kernel χ(t, N ) describes the optical response of the material in time domain under the intraband quasi-equilibrium approximation, which is valid on time scales of 1 ps and longer. We also add spontaneous emission of amplitude η by including a Gaussian white noise term ξ
. Although numerical approximations for χ(t, N ) at finite temperature have been developed [16] , for computational simplicity here we shall use the analytical approximation developed for low-temperatures, which nevertheless provides a reasonable description of the material response at finite temperature [11] . In this approximation, the material response is expressed as
where γ is the decay rate of the material polarization, and Ω Gj and Ω T are the lowest and highest photon frequencies for the optical transitions.
In the simulations, each section provides its own gain and carrier-induced refractive index spectra as given by Eq. (6) depending on its bias point and temperature. As discussed below, the temperature dependence is included by considering that the band gap energy in each section varies linearly with temperature, and therefore the gain and index spectra for the whole device is the superposition of the detuned contribution for each section taking into account band-filling and thermal shift.
We describe phenomenologically the thermally induced redshift of the material gain peak considering
this amounts to consider that the dominant temperature effect in both sections is to rigidly shift the optical response of the active material to longer wavelengths without changing its magnitude, which is acceptable if the temperature changes are not large. The temperature in each section is phenomenologically described via self-and cross-heating coefficients [5] 
where P M O ,P A is the power dissipated within each section,
with P elect j = V j I j , where V j = R j I j . In practice, the output power is a function of the band-gap detuning that is a function of the temperature. The temperature is in turn a function of the difference between the injected electrical power but also the optical output of the device and it also evolves on a very slow time scale which renders the analysis very time consuming, see for instance [13] . However, we can simplify this complex feedback loop by noting that 1.5 μm devices have a low output efficiency, i.e., the optical power in each section is negligible as compared to the electrical power P opt j P elect j . In addition, because even during the wavelength jumps the optical output power does not change appreciably, one can write P opt j = a(P elect j − P th j ) meaning that apart from a irrelevant shift P opt j = aP th j that can be absorbed into a redefinition of the equilibrium temperature, the dissipated power remains proportional to P elect j . In Eq. (8) the diagonal matrix elements θ j j are the self-heating coefficients, and the non-diagonal ones describe cross-heating.
Finally, the TWM is closed by specifying the boundary conditions for the fields at the output facets (z = 0, z 2 ) and at the interface of the MO and the PA sections (z = z 1 ), as sketched 
in Fig. 4 ,
For a typical MOPA device, r 2 1 as appropriate for an AR-coated facet. Moreover, r 1 and r 1 should also be small, and t 1 ∼ 1 while t 1 < 1 describe the weak coupling of the field from the PA section into the MO section and vice-versa due to the free-diffraction of the field in the PA section. Unless otherwise indicated, the parameters used are shown in Table I . We take the optical carrier wavelength as that corresponding to the Bragg wavelength in the MO section, i.e., λ B ragg = λ 0 . In order to simplify the analysis, we take Ω GM O Ω 0 G (i.e., c M O = 0) because the redshift of the material peak at the MO section is small compared to that of the PA section as a consequence that in this paper we restrict ourselves to situations where I M O is constant.
In summary, our TWM considers two separate sections with different temperatures and biasing points. Compound-cavity effects arise from the optical coupling of the MO and PA sections. Within each section, the local carrier density determines the gain and carrier-induced index spectra; the temperature of the section determines the local band gap energy and the effective index of the section. These two effects lead to changes in wavelength and net gain of the cavity modes when the bias currents are varied through self-and cross-heating.
A. Threshold Analysis
In order to get a more physical insight into the possible modal competition of our compound cavity device we perform the threshold analysis of Eqs. (1) and (3)- (5) in a similar way as we did previously [14] and detailed in Appendix A. The threshold analysis lead us to the following eigenvalue equation,
where 
which has to be solved for eigenvalue λ = iΩ m , being Ω m the modal frequencies. In addition it depends on two parameters: the uniform carrier densities in each section, N 0 M O and N 0 P A , determined through I j = s j R(N 0 j ). We first determine the threshold of the MO section considering the full structure with a carrier density in the PA section fixed to zero. respectively. We notice that as expected the effect of the Bragg grating modifies the free spectral range (FSR) of the MO section ( FSR M O ∼ 47 GHz) nearby the Bragg frequency. In these conditions, however, the unpumped PA absorbs the light emitted by the MO and no useful output is obtained. The PA section must then be pumped, but this may induce a strong change in the threshold properties of the device. On one side, the effective reflectivity experienced by the MO will change due to the double passage of light in the PA section. On the other, the gain peak of the PA section will not in general occur close to the Bragg frequency due to the blue shift induced by band filling and to the red shift induced by heating of the material. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , when the PA section is pumped such that N 0 P A = 1.5, the gain peak of the PA section is located around λ = 1535 nm, i.e., strongly blue-detuned with respect to the Bragg wavelength, while the gain peak of the MO section is close to λ B ragg . As a consequence, the threshold of the MO now occurs around 1535 nm for a carrier density in the MO section which is N
M O ∼ 50 mA). In addition, close to threshold the device will display a rather different modal structure in the two cases. In the former case, i.e., no amplification in the PA, the frequency spacing of the modes corresponds to that of the FSR M O , and it is not regular due to the dispersion of the Bragg mirror. In the latter, instead, more modes arise as a consequence of compound cavity effects with additional modulations that are quite regularly spaced with a mode spacing that corresponds to the full length of the cavity, FSR M O P A ∼ 17 GHz (see Fig. 5(d) ). Remark, however, that for frequencies close to 0 (i.e., close to the Bragg wavelength), the modal structure is quite irregular, with mode spacings that do not correspond to any clear section. The reason is that in these conditions, the effective reflectivity of the output facet can be quite substantial. The induced strong coupled-cavity effects lead to a strong modulation of the intermode spacing, that can be as low as a few GHz. Such a small intermode spacing might couple with the ROs in the carrier density, leading to instabilities in the dynamical behavior of the device. As shown in Fig. 5 . Stronger values of κ mitigate such a behavior, because a larger carrier density in the PA section is needed to make the threshold jump from the Bragg wavelength to that of the gain peak in the PA section. However, the instabilities can always occur for high-enough currents in the PA section, because the threshold of the MO saturates as κ increases.
IV. ABOVE THRESHOLD CHARACTERISTICS
The former discussion about the threshold properties of the device indicates that the wavelength jumps may occur when the gain peak of the PA is high enough, but the analysis lacks nonlinear effects hence it is not appropriate to describe the behavior of the device above threshold, where the carrier density may develop a non-uniform profile due to the interaction with the optical field. In addition, the thermal drift of the material properties as the currents are increased may also change the stability properties of the optical solutions. For these reasons, assessing the properties of the device above threshold requires the numerical integration of the full TWM. In our case this is performed via the numerical algorithm developed in [17] , that has already been successfully applied to the study of several semiconductor laser systems [8] , [12] - [14] and which allows us to explore the impact that the different device parameters have on the dynamics. The numerical algorithm used to solve the full TWM can be found in [15] . We have used a spatial discretization of N M O = 1491 points and N P A = 2651 points for each section (corresponding to a time step Δt = 7.2 fs) with a decimation factor D = 10 and the convolution kernels are computed using M = 22 points in the past. Using a standard PC (Intel Core i7 4790K at 4.4 GHz with 32 Gb RAM) a simulation of 10 ns parallelized in 4 cores takes 220 s to be completed. The following results have been obtained by performing 300 simulations, the previous system state has been used as the starting point of the next one while increasing I P A . Fig. 6 displays the power-current characteristics, and the optical and RF spectra of the MOPA for the parameters given in Table I in the case of a moderate value of κL M O = 1 (i.e., κ = 11.1 cm −1 ) when I P A is scanned and the current in the MO section is kept constant, I M O = 54 mA. The MOPA threshold occurs for I P A ∼ 1A, and the lasing wavelength corresponds to that of the Bragg grating in the MO section. As the current in the PA section is increased, the optical power emitted by the device increases almost linearly, and the emission wavelength exhibits a small redshift due to the thermal drift of the Bragg wavelength as the refractive indexes increase due to cross-heating. However, increasing the current in the PA section soon leads to a ripple in the power-current characteristics similar to those observed in Fig. 2(a) at low currents of the PA section (at I P A = 1.2 and 1.8 A). Nevertheless, the ripples in the numerical simulations always occur downwards, while in the experiment the ripples at high PA current are upwards. We note that the sense of the ripples is determined by the net gain spectrum, which depends on the total losses at the operation wavelength. In the numerical simulations, several parameters (r 0 , r 1 , r 1 , t 1 , t 1 , r 2 , κ, etc.) determine the loss spectrum in the complete cavity, and the chosen values may not perfectly match those in the experiment.
At each ripple, the optical spectrum of the device changes dramatically, passing from narrow emission at the Bragg wavelength to broadband emission at a much shorter wavelength that corresponds to that of the material gain peak in the PA section. In this regime, the RF spectrum displays strong peaks at f = 17 GHz and 34 GHz, which corresponds to the FSR M O P A . Additional peaks at lower frequencies (between f = 1.6-3 GHz) can also be observed (see Fig. 5(c) ), possibly enhanced by their coupling through the ROs. Further increasing the PA current additional peaks at low frequencies appear. The evolution of these low frequency peaks as I P A increases follows the quasi-periodic jumps, in that regions the peaks increase their frequency (and produce high order harmonics for high I P A ); while in the regions where the Bragg wavelength dominates, their frequency diminishes. The phenomena is also observed in the experiments, see Fig. 2(c) . The large wavelength jumps described above occur in a quasiperiodic way upon increasing the PA current provided that I M O is low. As I M O is increased, the ripples in the P-I P A curve become less visible (not shown) and changes in the RF spectra are obtained, see Fig. 7 . For I M O = 59 mA traces of the modes of the full MOPA cavity are still visible at intermediate values of I P A , together with peaks at lower frequencies. These low frequency peaks dominate the RF spectrum for higher values of I P A , their frequency increasing with I P A in this regime. For higher I M O currents, the modes of the full MOPA cavity disappear and only these peaks at low frequency behave in a quasi-periodic way upon increasing I P A (see Fig. 7 , I M O = 64 and 79 mA). For I M O = 109 mA the RF peaks are less visible indicating that stable emission has been achieved. These results are in agreement with those obtained from the experiments, see Fig. 3 . We interpret these peaks at low frequency as an undamping of the carrier density ROs. When the gain peak at the PA section is not sufficiently high to lase itself and it may enhances the coupling to the carrier density ROs of additional modes appearing close to λ B ragg arising as a consequence of the compound cavity effects and the Bragg grating (in similar way as shown in Fig. 5(d) ).
The main physical mechanism at the root of these behaviors is the drift of the cavity modes over the modulated loss spectrum created by the compound cavity effects arising from the effective reflectivity of the output facet, i.e., including amplification and back-coupling. The amplitude of the modulation of the cavity losses depends on several parameters (r 0 , r 1 , r 1 , t 1 , t 1 , r 2 , κ, etc.); in particular, t 1 and r 2 determine the back-coupling of the light from the PA to the MO. On the other hand, the precise wavelength of the cavity modes depends on the effective and carrier-induced index change in each section. Temperature changes arising from self-and cross-heating will lead to modal drifts that change the net modal gain. Therefore, even though the bias of the MO section is kept constant, variations of the net gain close to the Bragg wavelength occur when the PA bias is changed. When the MO section is biased close to its threshold, the net modal gain at Bragg wavelength is small, see Fig. 5(c) , and a small drift of the modes close to the λ B ragg might promote the emission at wavelengths close to the gain peak of the PA section. Conversely when the mode close to λ B ragg approaches the local minimum of losses, emission at λ B ragg is recovered. Instead, when the MO section is biased above its threshold, the emission at the Bragg wavelength is preferred and the modal changes do not promote the emission at the gain peak of the PA section but disturb the dynamics by enhancing low frequency peaks observed in the RF spectrum that may be attributed to a coupling with the ROs. The above explanation is confirmed by the numerical observation that if the cross-coupling coefficient is reduced to θ 12 = 0.1 K W −1 , the MOPA emits stably at the Bragg wavelength for all the range of I P A scanned at all current values of the MO section. The P-I curve shows no ripples, and the optical spectrum displays stable emission at λ B ragg without any trace of jumps. Besides, our simulations show that the tendency to jump in wavelength is reduced by increasing the net gain close to λ B ragg , which can be accomplished by increasing either κ or r 0 .
The quasi-periodic occurrence of these jumps is a consequence of the 2π-periodic nature of the cavity modes. If the mechanisms of modal drift were all known, the currents where wavelength jumps occur could be determined similarly to [5] . In our case, however, the complex interplay of thermal and carrierinduced mechanisms of modal drift make this task highly complicated, and a linear stability analysis of the full TWM [14] is required in order to address this question.
V. CONCLUSION
We have theoretically analyzed the large wavelength jumps that are observed in the emission wavelength of some monolithically integrated master oscillator power amplifiers emitting at 1.5 μm as the current in the PA section is increased. The 1-D TWM used successfully reproduces the observed behavior, and it confirms that the instabilities observed occur through longitudinal mode competition, with beam filamentation playing no relevant role. The TWM allows to trace the origin of these instabilities back to the drift of the cavity modes over the compound-cavity losses due to cross-heating of the MO section as the current in the PA section is varied. The anomalous peaks that appear in the RF spectrum in both the experiment and the numerical simulations can be explained by the threshold analysis of the MOPA as arising from the undamping of the ROs caused by the coupling of the compound cavity modes. Moreover, our numerical simulations indicate that minimizing the cross-heating from the PA to MO section leads to a more stable emission. Alternatively, increasing the value of κ or r 0 can also mitigate these instabilities. However, a detailed and deeper analysis of the different mechanisms involved is still required and will be the subject of further investigation.
APPENDIX A THRESHOLD ANALYSIS
The TWM described in Eqs. (1) and (3) 
the linearized TWM equations read 
The equations for the perturbations in the carrier density decouple from those for the field, and they are both unconditionally stable. It is therefore enough to consider the field equations in order to determine the stability of the off-solution. The temporal dependence can be removed by considering
Solutions with Re(λ j ) > 0 corresponds to unstable solutions and vice-versa, and the crossing point determines the modal threshold and frequency. Then, the field equations within each section read 
where we have defined
For the PA section, κ P A ± = 0, the system Eq. (21) is not coupled and the solution can be written as 
Imposing the boundary conditions to the solutions leads to the eigenvalue equation (Eq. (10) 
and we have used that z 1 = L M O and z 2 = L M O + L P A . The eigenvalue equation is equivalent to that found in simpler device configurations. Indeed, if one sets r 2 = 0, the well-known eigenvalue equation for a DFB, is recovered as expected: if the output facet reflectivity is strictly zero, the device threshold is that of the MO section regardless of the state of the PA section, which only provides gain. In addition, setting t 1 = 0 (the MO is decoupled from the PA) factorizes the eigenvalue equation where the first factor provides the eigenvalues of the MO and the second one those of the PA Fabry-Pérot structure. The lasing threshold then corresponds to the lowest threshold of either device.
